The growth rate of NH 4NO3 phase III crystals is measured and interpreted using two models. The first is a standard crystal growth model based on a spiral growth mechanism, the second outlines the concept of kinetical roughening. As the crystal becomes rough a critical supersaturation can be determined and from this the step free energy. The step free energy versus temperature turns out to be well represented by a Kosterlitz-Thouless type model. Further a phenomenological treatment of some peculiar growth observations is given.
Introduction
roughening transition temperature, a crystal face grows as a "flat" face [12] . The standard growth Ammonium nitrate has been an object of invesof crystals on crystal faces (hkl) takes place by a tigation for over a century because of its use as a layer by layer growth mechanism like two dimenfertilizer and explosive [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . At atmospheric pressional nucleation or spiral growth. However as the sure NH4NO3 is a polymorphic compound. In the supersaturation a becomes larger than a critical af ollowing scheme the temperature intervals of each crystals grow with an additional growth mechaphase are given [6] :
nism. Now the crystal surface becomes kinetically rough and the incorporation of growth units is I(125.20 C)II(84.2°C)-III-(32.3°C)1V_ dominated by volume and/or surface diffusion. (-17.5°C)-V.
This effect is called kinetical roughening and causes crystal faces to become rounded [13] [14] [15] [16] . Especially the phase transitions and recrystallizaIn section 2 of this paper the theory of kinetical tion give rise to many problems, all of which are roughening will be discussed as well as an outline important to control when growing NH4NO3 of the spiral growth models. Also the relation crystals from the bulk [7] [8] [9] .In this matter not between kinetical roughening at the one hand and only growth mechanisms but also the morphology crystal structure and morphology at the other of ammonium nitrate is believed to contain imhand will be demonstrated. Section 3 will show portant information for the understanding of the experimental set-up as well as the experimengrowth. Recently, studies have been carried out tal techniques used. Section 4 will give results of using statistical mechanical and thermodynamical the experiments and further a phenomenological theories to predict the morphology of crystals treatment of the experiments. Section 5 will con- [10, 11] .
tam a comparison between theory and experiment As long as the temperature is below a critical and some concluding remarks. where a1 is a constant. The mechanism before (111), (220), (002), {101}, (200} and (oil), could be referred to as a standard crystal growth mechanism. These faces were also experimentally found [11] .
Recent studies [23] [24] [25] showed that impurities The growth habit of most NH4NO3 (III) have a dramatic influence on the growth (KH crystals is determined by large {101} prismatic phthalate) and morphology (KH2PO4) of crystals. faces and by small (111) pyramidal faces. ConsidSpirals and steps get blocked or change in habit ering energies this implies a higher surface energy and mainly in case of a small supersaturation the for the (111) faces as compared to the (101) faces growth velocity R of a face (hkl) becomes 0. It and hence a smaller step free energy for the (111) then is possible that the morphology changes; e.g., faces as compared to the (101) faces. The step prismatic faces get blocked, while pyramidal faces free energy plays an important role in the concept still grow (KH2 P04). We here encounter a second of kinetical roughening. growth habit. Since Frank postulated in 1949 that crystals The free energy per growth unit of a step at a grow by a spiral mechanism and the subsequent crystal face, kT-y, plays an important role in crystal development of the BCF theory [17, 18] , many growth. kTy may be seen as the physical quantity experiments have been carried out to test these characterizing the physical state of the surface. At theories. It was found that at larger supersaturaa temperature 1, a roughening transition for a tion crystals could also grow by a two-dimensional crystal face (hkl) takes place, y becomes 0 and nucleation mechanism. To reveal both mechathe crystal is microscopically rough. As y = 0, the nisms several investigations have been done nucleation barrier vanishes and it becomes possi- [19] [20] [21] .
ble for the growth units to incorporate directly on Thermodynamically, the relative supersaturathe crystal surface and thermal fluctuations create tion a is given as: a great number of steps on the crystal surface. Above 1 crystal faces become macroscopically a zX~/kT, where a~is the potential energy in a slice with with T~the equilibrium temperature (K) of the orientation (hkl) divided by the temperature. system, ZtT the difference between and Tgrowth~On the subject of y, computer simulations were R the gas constant and z.~hthe latent heat of carried out which supported the idea of a Koster-litz-Thouless [30] type phase transition of 'y. As T becomes rounded and the growth rate is described approaches 7~, a relation for~is given by [31] :
by:
Tr -T
A similar relation is found by Monte Carlo simulations [34] . Besides the above-mentioned phenomena,
In a recent survey on kinetical roughening, also organic crystals can also become macroscopically a useful relation for isotropic growth units berough below 1., as the supersaturation becomes tween a~and 'y is derived [13, 14] : larger than a certain value, a[13, 14, 32, 33] . Microscopically, crystals remain flat. Normally there is a a~~(6) flux of growth particles to and from the crystal surface. It then is possible that at a certain chema~can easily be determined by measuring the ical potential difference Ltp, or at a certain critical growth velocity R versus a and extrapolating the supersaturation a~,the flux towards the surface linear part of the curve to R = 0 or by observing becomes dominant. Then the growth will be changes in the growth form. dominated by an incoming flux. This phenomenon occurs if the step free energy on a crystal face is small enough, so that the before mentioned 3. Experiments nucleation barrier which controls the growth of flat crystal faces can be overwhelmed by a chemAmmonium nitrate solutions used in our exical potential difference L1,.t. A direct incorporaperiments were prepared with Merck P.A. tion of growth units is then possible. It has been NH 4NO3 and demineralized water. Dust particles found that above a critical a, the crystal face were prevented to enter the observation cell by saturation was increased to a maximum of 5%.
2
Because of heat diffusion problems experiments 10 were carried out using a small temperature gradient of about 0.05°C/mm and only after waiting for several minutes to be sure that the measured 0 0 1 temperature of the thermostate was the same as a (%) that of the inside of the observation cell, the subsequently dissolving all but one crystal. To stabilize the solution and to get rid of concentration gradients one had to wait a while. It is certain that only phase III crystals could remain in the These crystals were used to measure growth velocsolution because relatively small crystals of phase ities. Also some experiments with intentional im-IV have a lifetime of a few minutes in phase~purities were carried out. A recording of growth solutions before recrystallization takes place.
forms and velocities was made on video tape using Growth forms typically had (101) prismatic and a videocamera ( fig. 2 ). Afterwards growth veloci-(111) pyramidal faces [11] .
ties and forms could be determined on a monitor. As the crystal became kinetically rough the Because the volume of the remaining crystal pyramidal faces became rounded and typical was very small compared to the volume of the cell, "scalpel"-like crystals were observed ( fig. 1) [2, 4] . the changes in concentration in the liquid during the experiment were negligible. were carned out. We observed the (111) pyramidal face. Fig. 3 shows a typical growth curve which can be divided into three areas. In area Ĩ1110 0 the growth velocity equals zero (a < 0.2%) or is very small (0.2% <a < 0.7%), probably due to impurities blocking the steps on the surface [35] . fig. 4 . As the growth process in area III is probably diffusion controlled impurities with a1 = 18%, R0 = -0.9 nm/s and k = would have no effect on the growth velocity, as-1.9~.tm/s is drawn. R0 is probably related to area suming the influence of the step free energy is I, where the growth velocity equals zero. Area II negligible. For areas I and II, R is smaller corncan be seen as an intermediate growth region, as pared to the same solutions without intentional a <a~only spiral growth is present, while for impurities. a> a~(area III) also a diffusion growth mechaComparing the experimental results with the nism is present. In area II, scalpels are being relation for y given in eq. (4) the agreement is formed and at a = akinetical roughening occurs.
satisfying. Note however that T << Tr. The full In area III, the crystal faces are rounded ( fig. 1) .
curve represents Here the growth of the (111) ote that the temperature range investigated is
The above described experiment has been carrather small, so that the agreement of y as a ried out several times with different vessels. All of function of T with the form in eq. (4) might be these vessels had a different 7~q' Thus we were fortuitous. We note that the (111) face of able to determine a temperature dependence of a~, NH 4NO3 (III) behaves similar to metallic systems where y(T) is similar [36] , but differs from organic systems, where /~T~0 [13] .
The growth velocity R is not only a function of a. Under equal conditions very different results Since the habit of NH4NO3 could differ under 6 equal conditions, it was obvious that the form of the crystal could be a parameter influencing R. As a measure of difference the width r of the crystal 5 at a fixed distance of -300~tm from the top is taken. In fig. 5 the growth velocity versus the width is given. As a> a~(a~being 1.5%), R in- As a < a~there are no or small differences in due to the fact that crystals grow faster at a higher a. Fig. 6 shows a T dependence of the width of the -scalpels. As a <a~the width is almost constant. these will be discussed here. After studying numerous scalpels, a satisfactory explanation about the formation could be given. It is presumed that instabilities on the crystal at sites density of these should not differ to much as a where the relative supersaturation or diffusion function of surface area. For a > a~the results are gradient is large cause scalpels to emerge. Thus in contradiction with expectations. If the process the top and the base corners of the pyramid are would be volume diffusion determined, crystals the most favourable positions to emerge scalpels with small volumes would grow faster than those from. It could not be explained why from the top with a large volume. The influence of diffusion of the pyramid no scalpels emerge; the top area can be characterized by a diffusion length D1. The might be too small, No macrosteps moving todiffusion length D1 is given by the form D1 = DC/R wards the (111) edge of the (101) surfaces were with D~a diffusion constant and R the growth observed before a scalpel emerged, so it is not velocity of a crystal face. For D~, a typical value is likely that overhanging layers are responsible for iO~m 2/s [37] and for R growth velocities of -10 gem/s are found, so D 1 -100 tim, which is of the same magnitude as the width r of a scalpel. would have comparable growth velocities. Though, if the thickness of a scalpel decreases with its width, it would still be possible to explain the observed growth velocities. Although we were not~1 00 able to determine the thickness of the scalpels, our~-estimate is that there is not an essential difference between slim and broad scalpels. So the opposite of what is expected has been found and up till now no satisfactory explanation could be given. We emphasize that although R was dependent on 00 the crystal form, the critical a~determined from a (%) different scalpels growing in the same vessel with a > a~, the width decreases with a due to diffusion gradients.
tion becomes smaller than the critical supersaturation correlated to kinetical roughening, so that 111~facetting occurs again. The orientations of the facetted part are again (111) and {101}. On the scalpel faces macrosteps and occasionally spirals were observed (fig. 8) . The side faces of a scalpel are (101) faces. Area I shows no growth caused by a blocking of steps and spirals due to non-or intentional impurthe protrusion of scalpels. In fig. 7 a schematic ities. Area II is an intermediate growth region with view of a scalpel is given, spiral growth. Area III is the part where crystal If we now take a closer look at the top of the faces are kinetically rough. A linear growth region scalpel, some effects can be seen, First, at a ceris observed as has also been reported in Monte tam distance from the top, the scalpel becomes Carlo simulations [34] . A similar experiment defacetted again ( fig. 1 ). Due to diffusion or conscribed on a different background has been carcentration gradient effects, the local supersaturaried out by Kimura [38] . 
